it is spurious, perhaps due to mirror movements or unmasking of circuitry that is normally suppressed and has nothing to do with motor recovery [7].
tapping force after bilateral rTMS was temporary and at rest throughout the experiment (henceforward termed RRR). In the second, subjects performed the fingerreversed without further training with visual feedback. Change point analysis documented the duration of tapping task with their right hand and tapped throughout both the MEP recordings and rTMS (TTT). In the third, changes in tapping force ( Figure 1D ) but did not determine whether there were significant differences in the subjects were required to tap only during rTMS and remain at rest during the MEP recordings (RTR). We degree of change in tapping force between stimulation at different sites. This was analyzed by a repeated-meaentered MEP data for the seven subjects into a GLM by using within-subject factors of time (before and after sures general linear model (GLM) concentrating on those periods before and after rTMS that were free from any 0-50 s, after 51-100 s) and condition (RRR, TTT, RTR). For the control MEP data, there was a main effect of distracting effects of stimulation. The mean peak tapping force prior to rTMS was compared with the two condition ( of the effects of bilateral rTMS through temporal summation after convergence on one structure. However, conRight M1 stimulation did not have a significant effect on tapping force. sideration of candidate sites for temporal summation makes this explanation unlikely. There was no evidence In light of the above, we considered the possibility that the dramatic and prolonged behavioral effects of of transcallosal effects at the stimulation intensities used in this study, so greater stimulation of the contralatbilateral compared to contralateral rTMS arose because the ipsilateral M1 was blocked from compensating for eral (left) M1 through additional direct activation of transcallosal inputs to this hemisphere seems unlikely. Of the contralateral M1 dysfunction. In this formulation, compensatory change by the ipsilateral M1 would be course, this is not to say that adaptive compensation did not involve transcallosal pathways (vide infra and expected to be maximal over the period beginning 50 s after the offset of rTMS, when compensation reverses
[13]). Temporal summation at a subcortical level seems equally unlikely. We deliberately used low-intensity the behavioral effects of contralateral stimulation alone. Also, any compensatory change in the ipsilateral M1 shocks. Thus, shocks failed to elicit a direct response in activated muscle and were at an intensity that does would be expected to favor inhibition to counter the local excitatory effects of contralateral 5 Hz rTMS and not evoke a descending volley in the corticospinal tract [15], so non-linear interactions in the spinal cord seem the resultant increase in tapping force. This is analogous to the balancing effect between the excitability of the improbable. The nature of our task, necessitating fine fractionated finger movements, also makes convertwo motor cortices observed after monohemispheric stroke [13] .
gence at the level of the brainstem reticular formation and activation of reticulospinal projections unlikely [16] . Therefore, we delivered paired-pulse TMS to the right M1 and recorded motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) in the Alternatively, could bilateral stimulation have blocked any compensation that ordinarily dictates recovery from resting left hand before and after rTMS to the left M1. Three conditions were tested. In the first, subjects sat the effects of contralateral rTMS? The behavioral results 
